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Abstract: Active learning is very useful for classification problems where it is hard or time-consuming
to acquire classes of data in order to create a subset for training a classifier. The classification of
over-night polysomnography records to sleep stages is an example of such application because an
expert has to annotate a large number of segments of a record. Active learning methods enable us
to iteratively select only the most informative instances for the manual classification so the total
expert’s effort is reduced. However, the process is able to be insufficiently initialised because of a
large dimensionality of polysomnography (PSG) data, so the fast convergence of active learning is at
risk. In order to prevent this threat, we have proposed a variant of the query-by-committee active
learning scenario which take into account all features of data so it is not necessary to reduce a feature
space, but the process is quickly initialised. The proposed method is compared to random sampling
and margin uncertainty sampling which is another well-known active learning method. It was shown
that, during crucial first iteration of the process, the provided variant of query-by-committee acquired
the best results among other strategies in most cases.

Keywords: active learning; uncertainty sampling; query-by-committee; PSG classification; sleep
stages classification

1. Introduction

Despite there exist a large amount of various machine learning techniques which can be adopted
for numerous applications, in more and more real-world settings we often encounter the problem
that it is possible to gather a large number of data, but the process of annotating them (i.e., assigning
each instance to a specific class so that they can be used for training of a classifier) is expensive
and time-consuming.

The classification of over-night polysomnography (PSG) records to sleep stages is a good example
of the mentioned problem. In reality, a doctor or a studied annotator has to walk through the whole
several hours-long PSG record, which was previously split to 30 seconds-long segments, and manually
classify all segments to one of sleep stages [1]. Nowadays, the resolution of sleep phases provided by the
American Association of Sleep Medicine (AASM) is used—sleep is divided into five stages: wake, REM
(rapid-eye movement sleep), N1, N2 and N3, where N1, N2 and N3 are specified subsets of non-REM
sleep (non-rapid eye movement sleep) [2]. It is clear that the whole process is very time-demanding
and it would be appropriate to make it more automatic; on the other hand, the information about sleep
stages is used for the patient’s diagnosis so the review of an expert is crucial.
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The solution is in the adoption of semi-supervised methods as active learning which is used for
choosing of the instances that are sufficient for learning an adequately good classifier [3].

2. Active Learning

Let X be the observation space and Y the space of classes. At the beginning of semi-supervised
methods, there are two sets of instances: a small set of labeled instances SL which contains observations
that are assigned to some class (i.e., their class is known) – SL = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xl , yl)}, xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y,
and a large set of unlabeled instances SU = {x1, . . . , xu}, x ∈ X, whose classes we have no information
about. The active learning process can be divided into a few steps [3]:

1. Learn a classifier c on the set of labeled instances SL.
2. Assign instances from the set of unlabeled instances SU to some class by using the learnt classifier c.
3. Use a query strategy in order to select instance from set SU .
4. Ask an “oracle” for the class which the selected instance belongs to. By “oracle” it is often meant

an expert—a human annotator who has an expertise in the given field.
5. Add the newly classified instance to set SL (and remove it from set SU).
6. Repeat steps 1–5 until a terminal condition is met (e.g., a given number of iterations is reached,

the error attained a specified threshold, etc.).

2.1. Query Strategies

In this section, we would like to discuss the third step in the previously mentioned list about the
active learning process. The most crucial part of active learning is to determine how instances will
be selected for the classification by the “oracle”. Settles et al. [3] have introduced a large number of
various methods which are commonly used. We will mention two of them, which are in our opinion
the most favourite ones—margin uncertainty sampling (MUS) [4] and query-by-committee (QBC) [5].
These two methods are often compared among the literature [6,7].

In the margin uncertainty sampling scenario, the instance, whose class classifier c is the least
certain of, is queried [8]. In order to explain it formally, the observation x∗ is chosen, for which holds:

x∗MUS = arg min
x

PY|X(y2|x)− PY|X(y1|x), (1)

where PY|X is the conditional probability of a class when the instance is observed, ȳ1 states for the most
probable class of x and ȳ2 is the second most probable class of x.

The second approach consists in the utilisation of an ensemble of classifiers which represents
competing hypotheses [9]. All models are learnt on the set of labeled instances SL and the instance,
which the classifiers disagree the most about, is selected for assigning to its label. For measuring of the
level of disagreement we will use the vote entropy [10]—the instance x∗ is queried for which holds:

x∗QBC = arg max
x

−
n

∑
i=1

v(yi)

p
log

v(yi)

p
, (2)

where n is the number of classes, p is the number of models in the committee and v(yi) represents how
many classifiers decided that instance x belongs to class yi.

Now let us mentioned third query strategy we will use in order to compare the performance of
described strategies: random sampling (RS). As the name suggests, in each iteration of the algorithm
the instance, which was selected at random, is queried.

2.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Active Learning

In this section we would like to discuss a few pros and cons which can be encountered when
active learning is utilised.

• Advantages of Active Learning
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– Saving of time and money: there is no need to annotate a large amount of data, it is sufficient
to label only the most informative instances.

– Online adaptation of the classifier: the classifier is automatically retrained when new unseen
instances are available.

• Disadvantages of Active Learning

– Application-dependent selection of the query strategy: the query strategy has to be chosen
wisely according, i.e., to a chosen classifier (e.g., margin uncertainty sampling is suitable
when the classifier computes posterior probabilities [3]), to some specific relationship among
data instances in the observation space (then density-weighted methods are useful [11]), etc.

– Sensitivity to the initialisation: when the process is not properly initialised, the performance
of the chosen classifier is insufficient during several first iterations (the so-called “cold start
problem” [12]) which can result in a slower convergence of the learning process.

3. Dataset

In our work, the dataset consisting of 36 full-night PSG recordings was used. 18 healthy individuals
and 18 insomniac patients were examined using the standard 10–20 montage EEG [13] in the National
Institute of Mental Health, Czech Republic. Although EOG and EMG were also recorded, only EEG
signals were used in this study due to varying quality in both of EOG and EMG recordings. The detailed
specification of the measured group of patients is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Information about polysomnography (PSG) recordings of tested group of healthy individuals and
insomniac patients.

Healthy Patients Insomniac Patients

Number of patients 18 18
Males 27.8% 38.9%

Recording duration 7.8± 0.9 h 7.4±0.7 h

All records were split to 30 seconds-long segments without overlaps. 21 features were extracted
from all of used EEG derivatives (namely: Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, T6, Fz, Cz,
Pz, O1, O2), i.e., the total amount of features was 21× 19 = 399. List of all computed features is shown
in Table 2. The Continuous wavelet transformation (CWT) was used for obtaining of the frequency
spectrum which was utilised for computing of features 7–21.
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Table 2. List of extracted features.

Feature Description

1 STD Standard deviation of the signal in the time domain
2 SWNS Skewness of the signal in the time domain
3 KRTS Skewness of the signal in the time domain
4 MBL Mobility of the signal in the time domain
5 CMPL Complexity of the signal in the time domain
6 E Shannon entropy
7 SE Spectral entropy of CWT spectrum
8 SEF90 Spectral edge frequency below 90% of the total power of the signal is located
9 SEF95 Spectral edge frequency below 95% of the total power of the signal is located
10 PPF Power peak frequency—frequency of maximum power
11 MDF Mean dominant frequency
12 SMF Median frequency
13 HFD Higuchi fractal dimension
14 CWT0.5-3 Relative PSD for frequency band of range 0.5–3 Hz
15 CWT3-7 Relative PSD for frequency band of range 3–7 Hz
16 CWT7-12 Relative PSD for frequency band of range 7–12 Hz
17 CWT11-13 Relative PSD for frequency band of range 11–13 Hz
18 CWT12-22 Relative PSD for frequency band of range 12–22 Hz
19 CWT13-15 Relative PSD for frequency band of range 13–15 Hz
20 CWT22-30 Relative PSD for frequency band of range 22–30 Hz
21 CWT30-45 Relative PSD for frequency band of range 30–45 Hz

Features listed in Table 2 were aggregated by using their median value over all EEG derivatives.
As a result, every 30 s-long segment was described by 21 features.

4. Proposed Method

As we mentioned in Section 1, active learning often suffers from the cold start problem. It is now
necessary to denote that at the beginning of active learning process the initial set of labeled instances
contains only few instances described by relatively many features and this all can lead to overfitting.
In our previous work [14] we successfully proposed a method which can be used for the increase of
the initial set of labeled instances by 1-nearest neighbour classifier without any additional information
about classes of selected instances.

It is also possible to tackle this problem by reducing the feature space. This can be done e.g., by
calculating of the mutual information between features and labels [15], i.e., by detecting the features
which described instances’ classes the most. Values of the mutual information between individual
features and labels for all datasets are shown in the Figure 1. At first sight it is clear that skewness,
kurtosis and spectral entropy do not acceptably describe classes of instances (values of the mutual
information for these features are approaching zero for all datasets). Furthermore, there is not any
obvious pattern that some features gives a better detailed account about labels than other features, so
the selection of fewer features is not able to be done.
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Figure 1. Mutual information between features and corresponding labels for all datasets.

Our idea was to utilise a property of the query-by-committee framework. We created an ensemble
of simple linear classifiers, each classifier was learnt only on one feature. The instance, about whose
class the classifiers had disagreed the most, was queried, classified, and moved to set SL. If there are
more instances with the same level of disagreement, one of them is randomly selected and queried.
As a result of this method, we suppose that the error on testing data will be smaller (i.e., classifier
is well adapted to data) in first crucial iterations of the algorithm when the proposed version of
query-by-committee will be adopted.

5. Experiments and Results

We split each dataset to a training and a testing subsets, the training sets always contain 60% of all
instances from a dataset. Training data were divided to the set of unlabeled data and the set of labeled
data in such way that five instances of each class were randomly chosen and were added to set SL; the
set of unlabeled instances was created by the rest of training instances. A linear classifier was chosen
for learning on training data and consequently for the estimation of test error E on testing data which
is defined as:

E =
1
4

4

∑
i=1

ei, (3)

where ei is the percentage of incorrectly classified testing instances of each class.
The whole process followed previously mentioned steps of active learning (see Section 2). Note

that E is computed in each iteration.
In order to get more reliable results, the whole process was repeated ten times (each time with

different initialisation) and the estimations of E for each iteration were averaged.
We decided to compare three query strategies—random sampling, margin uncertainty sampling

and our version of query-by-committee. In Tables 3–5 mean values of E acquired in 5th, 10th and 50th
iterations are shown.
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Table 3. Values of the average of E obtained in the 5th iteration of the algorithm for all strategies. The
smallest value of E within query strategies is in bold.

Dataset RS MUS QBC Dataset RS MUS QBC

1 0.279 0.241 0.231 19 0.309 0.307 0.276
2 0.580 0.469 0.429 20 0.475 0.399 0.380
3 0.539 0.412 0.351 21 0.255 0.179 0.174
4 0.353 0.347 0.293 22 0.312 0.245 0.220
5 0.633 0.619 0.584 23 0.200 0.154 0.153
6 0.354 0.276 0.225 24 0.293 0.209 0.151
7 0.339 0.348 0.343 25 0.277 0.241 0.210
8 0.496 0.490 0.479 26 0.468 0.423 0.421
9 0.621 0.606 0.592 27 0.419 0.331 0.315
10 0.437 0.279 0.250 28 0.182 0.174 0.168
11 0.323 0.278 0.264 29 0.386 0.351 0.380
12 0.472 0.406 0.399 30 0.315 0.222 0.191
13 0.513 0.448 0.461 31 0.405 0.343 0.354
14 0.362 0.328 0.297 32 0.518 0.477 0.467
15 0.395 0.344 0.334 33 0.336 0.318 0.314
16 0.412 0.335 0.320 34 0.287 0.212 0.211
17 0.355 0.300 0.286 35 0.260 0.226 0.229
18 0.614 0.569 0.589 36 0.478 0.380 0.344

Table 4. Values of the average of E obtained in the 10th iteration of the algorithm for all strategies. The
smallest value of E within query strategies is in bold.

Dataset RS MUS QBC Dataset RS MUS QBC

1 0.255 0.236 0.231 19 0.290 0.269 0.290
2 0.522 0.447 0.399 20 0.393 0.363 0.369
3 0.418 0.368 0.345 21 0.238 0.169 0.172
4 0.296 0.298 0.288 22 0.258 0.229 0.224
5 0.636 0.638 0.605 23 0.218 0.128 0.136
6 0.311 0.244 0.219 24 0.239 0.180 0.171
7 0.336 0.322 0.331 25 0.235 0.210 0.191
8 0.480 0.470 0.467 26 0.453 0.425 0.415
9 0.606 0.580 0.596 27 0.373 0.282 0.313
10 0.399 0.252 0.245 28 0.176 0.169 0.161
11 0.286 0.278 0.253 29 0.383 0.329 0.363
12 0.416 0.372 0.382 30 0.212 0.180 0.197
13 0.478 0.427 0.468 31 0.381 0.322 0.326
14 0.360 0.307 0.295 32 0.494 0.449 0.443
15 0.344 0.345 0.315 33 0.331 0.282 0.297
16 0.357 0.298 0.315 34 0.269 0.190 0.195
17 0.307 0.276 0.276 35 0.253 0.195 0.204
18 0.574 0.575 0.588 36 0.448 0.320 0.312
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Table 5. Values of the average of E obtained in the 50th iteration of the algorithm for all strategies. The
smallest value of E within query strategies is in bold.

Dataset RS MUS QBC Dataset RS MUS QBC

1 0.207 0.191 0.194 19 0.207 0.191 0.243
2 0.390 0.401 0.375 20 0.309 0.256 0.329
3 0.311 0.297 0.292 21 0.154 0.125 0.131
4 0.238 0.216 0.242 22 0.197 0.175 0.170
5 0.639 0.589 0.604 23 0.110 0.084 0.099
6 0.182 0.166 0.188 24 0.167 0.143 0.147
7 0.287 0.242 0.233 25 0.168 0.154 0.160
8 0.426 0.418 0.422 26 0.386 0.331 0.380
9 0.537 0.530 0.529 27 0.227 0.210 0.222
10 0.244 0.214 0.208 28 0.127 0.117 0.127
11 0.244 0.194 0.187 29 0.278 0.244 0.252
12 0.312 0.290 0.349 30 0.128 0.121 0.161
13 0.398 0.354 0.372 31 0.250 0.205 0.253
14 0.265 0.254 0.283 32 0.409 0.362 0.394
15 0.310 0.254 0.287 33 0.245 0.221 0.235
16 0.264 0.230 0.264 34 0.151 0.137 0.130
17 0.250 0.244 0.228 35 0.182 0.162 0.162
18 0.569 0.549 0.560 36 0.239 0.235 0.227

Let us summarize achieved results. Except Dataset 7, both active learning strategies reached a
smaller test error than random sampling in the 5th iteration. Furthermore, the query-by-committee
framework overcame margin uncertainty sampling in 30 cases. In the 10th iteration, random sampling
acquired the smallest test error only on Dataset 18, the query-by-committee scenario reached the best
results in 18 cases, In the end in the 50th iteration, this framework beat other strategies in 9 cases.

Let us show examples of typical results in Figure 2. The averaged test error during first 100
iterations is plotted. In both cases, the error of the query-by-committee achieves smaller values than
other strategies in several first iterations, than the results are in favour of margin uncertainty sampling.
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Figure 2. Mean test error during 100 iterations of the algorithm for all used strategies.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper, we adopted the query-by-committee framework which consists in training the
ensemble of basic linear classifiers (each classifier is learnt on one feature) on the set of unlabeled data.
An instance, which class classifiers disagree the most, is then chosen, annotated and added to the set
of labeled instances.
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Acquired results showed that the test error in several first iterations is actually smaller when
query-by-committee is used in comparison with margin uncertainty sampling, but margin uncertainty
sampling is in most cases faster in following iterations. The statement, that the utilisation of the
proposed variant of the query-by-committee framework is able to help the classifier with a faster
adaptation to high-dimensional data, was fulfilled. This leads to the conclusion that the proposed
variant of the query-by-committee scenario leads to preventing the cold start problem. Note that
random sampling almost always achieved the worst results, so this validates the usage of active
learning strategies.

The contribution of margin uncertainty sampling is invaluable, but the utilisation of this method is
often limited, because margin uncertainty sampling is entitled to a proper classifier (as it was mentioned
above, only classifiers which estimates posterior probabilities can be used). On the other hand,
query-by-committee is more robust which was shown e.g., in [6]). Furthermore, our proposed method
handles both selection of the most informative instance and dealing with high-dimensional data.

That raises a question of using the combination of both tested query strategies – the variant of
query-by-committee at the beginning and then margin uncertainty sampling in next iterations. This
will be tested in the future work as well as the utilisation of the proposed method on different data.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AASM American Association of Sleep Medicine
CWT Continuous wavelet transform
EEG Electroencephalography
EMG Electromyography
EOG Electrooculography
MUS Margin uncertainty sampling
PSD Power spectral density
PSG Polysomnography
QBC Query-by-committee
RS Random sampling
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